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Message from the Principal
I am extremely happy to learn that our college
is going to bring out the second edition of its
quarterly news letter “The Technojyoti”. Ever
since the inception of this college in 2004, we
have been striving for excellence in different
departments/ areas of engineering and
technology, and at the same time marching forward with the
mission of professional as well as intellectual development of
the students. I feel gratiﬁed to see that we are doing our best in
carrying on the mission of grooming our students as such
professionals who are not only competent enough to combat
the challenges in their life but also become good human beings
with moral excellence and social sensitivity. Our motto is to
produce employable quality engineers and technocrats for
facing the society with conﬁdence and commitment. I
congratulate Prof. Saqti Mohanty, Editor and the members of
the Editorial Board for their untiring effort without which it would
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not have been possible to bring out this issue of the News Letter
in such a splendid form. I wish all the very best for the
publication of the news letter.
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Employer Wants to Improve YOU on
Getting YOU Complete
Prof. N.P. Patro
Director EDP & IIPC

Yes, the employer wants you complete. No doubt, they have
made precise arrangements to get improvements in you to
make you their star employee. They will call you a member of
their organization, partner in their endeavor or even an
owner for some of their projects; but they need you to land
there as a complete human being and seamlessly adaptable.
You joined GITA to become an Engineer. The BPUT syllabus
and the tireless effort of your teachers and your
commitment will certainly make you an Engineer, but you
have to make yourself Complete. This Completeness is now days called
Employability. GITA helps you to achieve that completeness through
intensive investments. Your role is to take the advantage of those efforts
and imbibe the learning for getting high score in your Employability.
How to take advantage of the efforts put forth by the institution? It's as
simple it always was. Stick to the routine provided by the teacher,
participate in the teachers discourses, seek assignment and complete them
in time, test your Employability a number of times and seek support for that
from the institution.
In the language of the environment available here-do not skip classes, do
the home work, participate in competitions and tests. That's all.
Each of you understands pretty well that to be complete / employable you
need to be good at your communication, of course, in English. So sharpen
your English communication and comprehension. Build on your aptitude
both verbal /nonverbal reasoning and quantitative skills. You will be
motivated to attend such exposures several times during your tenure here.
Just you have to keep a track of those initiatives and participate fully.
Strangely sometime students are found ignorant of the programmes
organized in their campus, such a situation, in my opinion, shows the
incompleteness of students more vividly. Avoid such incongruence at any
cost.
Last but certainly not the least; your attitude decides your destiny and helps
you to reach at your desired altitude. It includes your personality, your
punctuality, your response, your behavior and all those goodness you know
but sometimes miss to emulate.
Try early to inculcate a few of these value systems in you to make yourself
worldly positive and universally acceptable:
Integrity, Commitment, Passion, Seamlessness and Alertness
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The road looks damp,
damp with mirages.
Looks like you are standing
here, there and there too.
A moment's stay near you
is like the shade,
like cool water,
like the pharmacist telling me
that my blood has no infection.
Somebody surely suffers
when a sun just falls down
into the burning pitch of the noon.
Come, sit behind me on my scooter.
Let my shadow engulf your entire body.
And the heat of this April,
alll on my forehead.
A bus just passed,
whirling smokes of dust;
Somebody's waving his hands
like a sailor on a voyage;
Does he know
where I have to reach?

A bunch of people doing 'keertan’
in the roadside temple,
A feast going on,
A stall providing water.
And in that beer parlour,
a bunch of red chairs lay scattered
like someone's menstrual blood.
Above my head
an aeroplane just initiated its landing.
In its belly of a pregnant ﬁsh,
full of wounds of dreams Have you come in it?
Who is it that roams in this heat,
burkha-clad, in a rickshaw
like you hiding your face?
The ambulance speeds away
honking its siren,
Can death be dragged like that
through the highways?
What to me, if someone
lives or dies?
Doesn't matter at all.
You must be standing
with a spotted umbrella in your hand,
under a Gulmohur or a Eucalyptus.
There's a beer bottle in the dicky.
And, there's April still to go.
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